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An overview of why a company would consider using Building Ops
How to implement Building Ops in a BIM & non-BIM project
How Building Ops works
Key statistics on performance of Autodesk Building Ops and how
The future of Facilities Management & how Ops will be integrated in this space

Description
We’ve delivered full BIM on a construction project and seamlessly transferred all of this information to
our Facilities Management business using Autodesk Building Ops. This has been a huge success for
us and this class will outline how that process came about and why it was a success.
Autodesk Building Ops will be outlined from why would you chose Building Ops to the operation and
use of Building Ops.
There is a bright future for Building Ops, we will show some of the future potential for Building Ops.

Your AU Expert
Micheál Keohane is the General Manager of BAM Facilities Management Ireland, part of BAM Ireland
a Royal BAM Group company. The Royal BAM Group is one of the 10 largest construction and
engineering companies in the world, with €7 billion in turnover annually. Micheál established BAM
Ireland’s Facilities Management practice and his team are one of the first to deliver a full Autodesk
design, construction, and operations solution for multiple facilities. In addition, they have implemented
and trialed robotics for facilities management and the next step on the journey with Autodesk is to
integrate these capabilities with the Building Ops system. Micheal holds a BSc Degree in
Construction Economics and Management from LIT, a P. Grad Diploma in FM, is working on a MEng
in IT in Architecture, Engineering & Construction and a chartered member of the RICS, SCSI & BIFM.

Autodesk Building Ops
Introduction

Why Building Ops
When our construction company completed projects they used to hand us, as the operators / facilities
manager a digital and physical O&M file together with all of the; room data sheets, operating
manuals, drawings, specifications, images, certificates etc.
We would then upload or manually input this information into the our Computer Aided Facilities
Management or CAFM system – hundreds of manuals, thousands of lines of data on spreadsheets
and a large task for our facilities management staff to import & a large task for the construction team
to compile.
With BIM, we’re now seeing a multiplication of this valuable data and buildings are becoming more
complex, some buildings would be almost impossible to build without BIM capability such these
projects;

On complex projects we do want the information on those thousands of assets from the building
phase, not only all of the operating information but also the actual construction information e.g.
 What systems caused issues at commissioning stage & the commissioning certificates?
 Was plant replaced, were systems unbalanced and not working?
 Where were there building fabric issues?
 Was there a leak & if so how was it fixed?
To get this information easily we needed something that would save our construction team time
compiling vast quantities of information at a critical time in the project when everyone needs to be
focused on construction delivery and not tedious O&M file compilation.
As well as reducing the time for our construction team we, in facilities management and operations,
don’t want spreadsheets, hundreds of physical manuals in boxes or thousands of drawings.
Within BAM we looked at a multitude of systems and some had capabilities that we could use, some
systems had capabilities that we met small parts of our needs;
 Systems that automated COBIE data drops
 Systems that could upload large csv files
 Systems that could scan barcodes on assets
 Systems that could transfer O&M manuals
However none did everything we wanted. No system;
 Could ease the pain of the handover for the construction team
 Could transfer seamlessly all of the information linked to the BIM Model,
 Give transparency & quality of information and
 Were mobile first and gave the Client ease of use – which for us is key
This time last year we began meeting with the Autodesk Building Ops & after evaluating all major
CAFM systems we decided Building Ops was the way forward
At that point;
 Did Building Ops do everything we needed it to do – no
 Was it a finished product – no
We had faith in Jason, Lira and the team we were working with. They promised to deliver a system
that would do everything we wanted it to do by Q1 of 2016
So we set out what we wanted;




We wanted to be able to take all of those Gigabytes of valuable BIM data
Transfer it with the click of a button to a system we used for FM
Simply export all selected data from 360 Field to Ops (this was the first major requirement
fulfilled)

We also wanted a system that delivered;
 SHEQ Checklists
 That powered our PPM Programme
 That acted as our Helpdesk – critical to our business
 A system that could scan QR codes on assets or equipment and bring you straight to all of the
relevant operating information
 We wanted live links to the BIM Models
 We needed the system to have alarms for contract requirements and service level
agreements
 A system that works for BIM and non BIM projects
 A simple intuitive design for our clients to use
We wanted it all in an easy to use web interface and mobile App with the ability to generate graphical
reports
Lire Nikolovska was our delivery manager and her motto was to “under promised and over deliver”.
The team delivered exactly what we were looking for and more, in a faster time that they promised.

Implementing Building Ops with BIM
We started with one project, we needed something of sufficient scale to give accurate metrics and a
challenge but also a manageable project. We chose Schools Bundle 4 (SB4) a relatively small Public
Private Partnership (PPP) Project for the Finance, Design, Build & Operation of 4nr Schools &
Community Colleges with a Cap
Ex of €65 million and an Op Ex
& Lifecycle of approx. €2.5
million / annum for 25 years.
One critical point in all of this is
the ability to accurately generate
information as well as labelling
information. Luckily we have a
Virtual Design & Construction
Department (VDC) who worked
with the supply chain;
designers, subcontractors,
suppliers etc. to ensure that the
information generated was in
accordance verifiable standards,
in this instance PAS 1192:2 &
PAS 1192:3.
SKIBBEREEN COMMUNITY SCHOOL – 1 OF 4 PROJECTS ON SB4

We utilised a Common Data Environment (CDE) on the
project to compile and approve of the information as it came
through. This ensured that we could sanitise the information
before it was migrated or included within the BIM Model. Our
VDC Department verified and approved all of the
documentation as it came through and was uploaded to the
various Models.
The implementation of the CDE and pushing information
through into BIM Models instead of resting in the CDE saved
considerable time and money on the project. We needed all
stakeholders to engage in the CDE for this to work for
construction & ultimately for FM.

The early engagement by our VDC team ensured 95% of
stakeholders worked solely in the CDE. This generated
significant savings for the construction company and the
stakeholders which is critical. If, as facilities management,
we can’t prove that the implementation of efficient BIM saves
those generating the information at construction stage we
won’t be able to convince them to deliver this quality data
collection and implementation.

The statistics to the right were generate against a fully
comparable project
completed 12 months prior to this project. So the project we
delivered was
Schools Bundle 4 (SB4) a Schools PPP Project compared
with Schools Bundle 3 (SB3) also a Schools PPP Project. All
monitored and manager through Field & Glue
This also reduced precast cores by 91% and corrective
actions by 78%.

Building Ops – at work
Once the processes and structure is in place, uploading every item of data about the facilities couldn’t
be simpler. Generate an export code BIM 360 Field will transfer all information to Building Ops
seamlessly with the click of a button.

Previously this task took over 6 month, with Ops it took 20 minutes, most of which is simply waiting
for the information to transfer across

Intuitive Homescreen – Our take on it
In context on an iPhone, the App is easy to use, this is critical for our clients, we needs their lives to
be easy

Searching for an asset, finding it and all the relevant checklists are there and available.

We scroll through the checklists attributed to this asset and find the one you are looking for. It works
off alarms too so all of this scheduled maintenance is assigned to a person, date and time. It will also
identify assest linked to this and linked to this system. Accessing an asset, checklists, O&M’s or
Cert’s is simple;

The manuals have a handy quickview enabling fast navigation of larger documents;

Completing a checklist is simple for our technicians, simply click, commit and the task is complete;

It is important for facilities management and their clients to have trust and ease of access to live
information. We do this with our clients by giving them access to Building Ops where they can see a
constant stream of live events and also a detailed historic track of previous tasks, we deliver total
transparency (this is specific to our company and the system could hold information from the client if
you wished).
With that in mind it must be an easy dashboard to use with the ability of generating simple graphical
representation of performance, Building Ops does this by report saving and knowing what your
preferences are from a reporting perspective. See below some of the ‘one click’ reports we have
generates for some of our smaller projects;

We can also pre-load the dashboard that the person sees when they look at the overall portfolio;

Key Statistics & Performance
So it is pretty easy to see how easy it is to use but that is no good without hard facts and numbers on
efficiency to back that up, we have those numbers now;


Inputting and cleansing data
o Previous System - 4 months
o Building Ops – minutes



Log a basic task on average (we log over 10,000 tasks per annum on some projects)
o Previous System – 2 mins 53 seconds
o Building Ops – 31 seconds



To access data such as an Operating Manual;
o Previous System – 6 minutes
o Building Ops – 20 seconds or if you scan the QR code on site – instantaneous



Adding pictures or videos to tasks
o Previous System – 17%
o Building Ops – 82%

This efficiency is outside of the benefit of having a BIM Model where you can turn off the ceiling layer
or locating a valve without having to look at a drawing or complete any intrusive work.

The Future of FM
FM is migrating from a people business, with vast volumes of staff on site to a business that will
largely be focused on automation, robotics and IoT. BIM will ultimately be the platform towards selfmanaging buildings. It will be the foundation to enable those exciting developments in IoT and
robotics. Our business
We are currently migrating most of our floor cleaning to robotics. In the past 100 years construction or
FM hasn't change that dramatically – machinery made things more efficient but we still; manually lay
blocks, plaster walls, paint walls, pour concrete, tie steel. Facilities management as an industry has
developed but we’re still manually cleaning floors and washing windows. Until now.
All of this is changing, and changing dramatically and I believe that BIM will be at the centre of this
change. What we are doing now, in our generation, is the beginning of the evolution in how facilities
are built.
We’re going to have to understand API’s, understand complex network systems, be able to
programme and manage robotics, link and translate computer languages and enable the IoT in all
facilities

How Ops can enable this
We’re collaborating with the Autodesk Building Ops team further on developing an interface to
integrate robotics into their system – so we can ultimately select a number of spaces in the App – the
robotics will clean the spaces and send back a report that the task was completed.
We’re trialing sensors so that when a system is operating outside of spec it will tell Building Ops and it
will know to send a ticket to the correct qualified or approved person to carry out that task.
Building Ops can be that hub that the PIR tells the person is gone home for the evening so Building
Ops can then send out the robotic floor cleaner. These types of interactions will completely do away
with Planned Preventative Maintenance (a large portion of our work) because systems will be
monitored 24/7 instead of weekly e.g. we can have a piece of equipment which requires the; noise,
vibration, CO2, humidity and temperature recorded once every month as per the manufacturers
recommendations, we can monitor it every minute using simple sensors and Building Ops can then
react if that fall outside of the acceptable parameters.

As a final note, this SB4 project to date has won Highly Commended in the BIFM Innovation Awards
in the UK & won the BIM Innovation Awards in Ireland.
.

